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A Study of the Physicians' Services
Market in Pennsylvania

I . Study Objectives

The major objectives of the project were: (a) to study physicians'
pricing practices and patterns of physician price variation in

Pennsylvania; (b) to determine the factors related to physician price

variation; (c) to study Blue Shield participation and Medicare
assignment among Pennsylvania physicians; (d) to assess the role of

competition in determining physician price and output levels in the
market; and (e) to simulate and measure the cost of alternative
physician reimbursement system designs in the Medicare program. Each

of these topics was addressed in a separate section of the Final

Report.

II . Program Background

The purpose of the first part of the study was to detect, describe,
and summarize patterns of variation in Pennsylvania physicians'

fees. The issue of price discrimination by physicians was of

particular interest here. At the individual physician level, the

study sought to determine whether there is evidence that individual
physicians charge different prices (for the same services) to

different patients, or to different classes of patients. Across
classes of physicians, the study sought to determine whether there is

a pattern of price differences between physicians, or between cohorts
of physicians, for essentially the same services.

The second part of the study explored the relationships between a

number of potential explanatory variables and the level of
physicians' fees in Pennsylvania. Fee indexes composed of a

representative mix of 44 commonly performed procedures were analyzed
for the private Blue Shield and Medicare Part B physician services
markets. Factors explored as having potential value in explaining
physician price variation included physician, practice, and locality
characteristics.

The third part of the study dealt with Blue Shield participation and

Medicare assignment acceptance by physicians and sought to determine
the characteristics of those who do and do not participate or accept
assignment. A physician who participates with Blue Shield, or who
accepts assignment on Medicare Part B services, agrees to accept the

insurer's fee reimbursement allowances as payment-in-full for insured
services and also takes care of claims paperwork on behalf of the

patient. The insurer then makes payment directly to the physician.
Blue Shield participation or Medicare assignment results in

administrative simplification for the insurer, reduced copayment for
the patient and faster payment for the provider.
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The simulation phase of this study addressed various aspect of

Medicare's customary, prevailing and reasonable (CPR) reimbursement
but emphasized the effects of alternative ways in which physician
peer groups could be defined for determining prevailing charge
limits. In general, peer group designations are based upon specialty
and geographic location of the practice, with the intent of

reflecting the physician's training and applicable local

socioeconomic influences. In this study, fourteen system design
options were considered in addition to the present system design used

for Medicare Part B reimbursements in Pennsylvania. The various
parameter combinations reflected: (1) different degrees of physician
specialty recognition (including no specialty recognition); (2)

recognition (vs. jto recognition) of differences in practice locale;

(3) inclusion or exclusion of the customary level of fee screening;

and (4) inclusion or exclusion of certain specified "fee capping"
provisions. Projected payouts were determined for each option, and

the options were assessed--primar i ly on the basis of projected
program costs and beneficiary cost-sharing liability.
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Key Findings

In 1975, there was considerable variation in charges billed by

Pennsylvania physicians. Approximately 15 percent of the variance is

attributable to the county of practice. Although higher prices tend

on the whole to be associated with greater degrees of urbanization,
the identifiable factors accounting for these area-based differences
do not generally appear to have very strong effects.

Higher prices are related to greater credential ing--as measured by

specialty and board certification status. Approximately 18 percent
of the variance in individual physicians' prices is accounted for by

the physicians' specialty. Foreign medical graduates had uniformly
higher price levels than their U.S. trained colleagues. Among other
factors investigated, physicians' prices were found to decrease
significantly with physician's age. The youngest decile of
physicians have prices averaging 26 percent higher than those of the
oldest decile.

The authors suggest that conventional economic demand factors are of
only limited consequence in the determination of physicians' prices
in Pennsylvania. To the extent that conventional demand factors do

achieve any significance, they present themselves as positively
related to price.

The relationship of physician supplies to prices in the market for

physicians' services is consistently positive. This finding is

contrary to that which would be expected from standard economic
theory, but conforms to previous findings by a number of other
researchers

.
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The overall pattern of findings shows that the market is clearly
segmented, with the segments being defined at least along geographic
lines, along specialty-oriented lines, and by differences between
insurance programs. Further, certain segments appear to exhibit
substantial and important differences in their market character and

market behavior, including differences in the way prices are

determi ned

.

The findings offer significant further confirmation that the market

for physicians' services is not a classically competitive one.

Evidence from these studies suggests the existence of physician-
induced demand, at least in some major market segments, within the

general framework of a monopolistically competitive market.

A considerable portion of the observed variation in physicians'

prices remains unexplained. The market clearly is imperfect; and it

appears that the market behavior of physicians, including their price
determination processes, may be only partially driven by economic
considerations. The authors conjecture that the behavior of

physicians, including their price determination processes, may be

determined to a very substantial degree by social and politic?.!

influences tied to the infrastructure of the profession in local

market areas.

With regard to physician participation in insured medical markets,
there appears to be some measure of systematic and rational
explanation for physicians' Medicare assignment decisions. On the

other hand, no strong or compelling rational explanation for
physician participation or nonparticipation with Blue Shield is in

evidence. Some very remarkable differences were observed in

physicians' behavioral responses to the Blue Shield participation
decision vis-a-vis their responses to the Medicare assignment
decision. The explanation of these differences may lie in the

fundamental difference between an all-or-nothing commitment in the
Blue Shield participation decision, and the less constraining
claim-by-claim option for Medicare assignment. While physicians seem
to exhibit at least some degree of rational economic behavior in the
face of the Medicare assignment option, the authors conjecture that
the decision process for Blue Shield participation is influenced to a

greater degree by some essentially political and/or psychological
components

.

The simulation results for assessment of alternative reimbursement
system designs demonstrated very little net impact attributable to

specialty differentiation or to area differentiation within the range
of options considered. In general, there was only slightly increased
overall allowed charges and total program payout when specialties
were recognized; and, with one exception, only slight increases
occured as a result of geographic area differentiation. Overall net
changes in beneficiary liability associated with both kinds of
differentiation were projected to be practically negligible.
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Pennsylvania Blue Shield's current reimbursement structure (for both

Medicare and private Blue Shield programs) recognizes four different
classes of geographic area and many different specialties. The
simulation results indicated that a change to a UCR system based upon
statewide pooling of all doctors in all specialties for reimbursement
purposes would reduce allowed charge levels for physicians in nearly
every specialty. On the other hand, such a system would produce very
little change in beneficiary liability for patients of physicians in

most kinds of specialties. By type of areas, it was projected that

beneficiary liabilities would increase far more dramatically in

lesser metropolitan areas than in any other kind of area--17.7
percent, compared to 0.6 percent increase in major metropolitan areas

and a decrease of 0.9 percent in rural areas. It also was indicated
that Medicare beneficiary liability would be greatest for patients of

doctors with the largest Medicare patient rosters and for patients of

doctors who derive the greatest proportion of their revenues from
Medicare. This is significant, because it shows that the greatest
impact would occur precisely where it touches the greatest number of

benef ici aries

.

A c'la'ige to a fee schedule system b^sed upon the 75th percentile of

recently reported fees was projected to increase allowed charge
levels and program payouts in general, while also tending to decrease
beneficiary liabilities. The projected payout increases would most
greatly benefit general practitioners and family practice physicians,
and physicians in rural and lesser metropolitan areas. Beneficiary
liabilities would be most greatly decreased for services of general
and family practitioners, and for services of podiatrists. An
alternative fee schedule system based upon average allowed charges in

recent claims experience did not appear on the whole to be a

tractable option. While benefit program payout would be greatly
reduced, it would entail such great reductions in allowed charges as

to be generally unacceptable to the medical profession. Moreover,
beneficiary liability would be substantially increased in some cases.
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